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Quote for meditating upon: 
 

A good father is one of the most unsung, 

unpraised, unnoticed, and yet one of the most 

valuable assets in our society.  

Billy Graham 
 

Editorial – from the Cave - Wayne Stuart 
 

Father's Day Edition for 2017! 
Chaps,     
 

This month we have the Yass Valley Men's Shed special Father's Day edition. 
 

So all of you fathers out there, have a great day on Sunday!  It only comes once each year - milk it!! 

 
If you have great sayings from your Dad (or ones you might have coined yourself) - send them to me and I will put 
them in next Month's Messenger. 
 
Two of my favourites that my Dad used were: 

 "He who watches the clock always remains one of the hands"; and 

 "If a thing is really worth doing, don't be afraid to do it badly!" 
 

  ws Editor 

http://www.yassmensshed.org.au/
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Message from the President - Bob Nash  
 

 Members of the Shed, 
 
The weather is telling us that spring is just around the corner so maybe the re-introduction of the Saturday BBQ at 
the Shed might be the way to celebrate the warmer weather and to get that real member friendship together over a 
burnt snag or chop.  
 
A lot has been happening over the past month as we look forward to the roof being installed over the containers. 
Also the new YVMS banner to show the passing traffic where and what we are.  
 
The sliding door has been installed at the front and it keeps the chilly wind and rubbish out of the building, I do thank 
all those who did their bit towards that project.  
 
I also welcome Roger back from his sunny holiday, it seems that he just might have brought some of the sunshine 
back with him, hope it will last for awhile. 
 
Our membership seems to be very strong at this point but I would urge all those members to renew their 
membership so you can partake in the marvellous surroundings and friendship we have on offer. 
 
Lastly I must thank all those who supported me over the past few weeks during my failure to keep in the erect 
position and to let you know that it was a scare and wake up call. 
. 

 

Keep coming to the shed and enjoy 
 
 
BOB NASH, President. 

  
Message from the Workshop Manager - Roger Holgate 
 

What a terrible welcome home the weather presented but the welcome from fellow shed members was heartening.  
 
It was again enlightening to see the amount of activity that had taken place with the installation of the front sliding 
door and to find the workshop nice and clean ???  Mac commented to me that " the place was nice and tidy, now 
you are back and look at the mess".     Mac you will keep.  
 
We will now look forward to improving weather and more friendship and activities.    
 
A couple of items relating to safety and machinery care have come to my attention at the last minute. 
 
1.    I went to change a router bit  in the Triton Router last Thursday only to find the collet loose and the bit free to 
spin.   Not only dangerous but detrimental to the router.  Please be sure that you have been instructed 
and accredited before using any of the major equipment. 
 
2.    When using the Thicknesser it is essential to have full suction available from  the dust extractor. 
       The instructions say it requires 1200 cubic feet of extraction per minute and that is the capacity of our extractor 
machine, it has been experienced on several occasions that with insufficient suction the system clogs and overloads 
the thicknesser. 
 
In time when we have the necessary funds available and the external extractor shed is set up I think we should look 
at a second extractor, it is becoming a little inconvenient these days when several members are working on projects. 

 

 

Any queries on the above please feel free to talk to Clarrie, Alan or myself. 
 

Regards to all, 
Roger Holgate (aka R1) - Vice President and Workshop Manager 
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Very Important - Internet Warning from AMSA 
 
From: NSW Men's Sheds Ass'n Zone 13 Rep [mailto:nswmsa.zone13.rep@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, 24 August 2017 5:22 PM 
To: NSWMSA Zone 13 Rep 

Subject: SCAMWATCH 

 
Hi All,  Please share the following with your members.  Especially ones that would be vulnerable. 
 
Regards, 
Jim Thornton 
Representing Zone 13 - Central South 
0422 933 433 
 
 =================================================== 
 

 Have you had a phone call from the NBN offering cheap connections or a new router? These are scammers after 
your personal information or money! 
  
The ACCC warns that scammers impersonating the NBN have cost Australians $28,000 this year. The NBN will never 
phone you out of the blue to sign you up to a service over its network. 
  
If you suspect the call is a scam, hang up. 
More here: https://www.scamwatch.gov.au/news/watch-out-for-nbn-scams 
 
 

What has happened since the last Messenger? 
 

High Profile Flag for the Shed 
 

A group of members who attend the Shed regularly and the Committee have been 
consulting on purchasing a highly visible banner or Flag to have at the front of the Shed on 
the edge of Yass Valley Way when the Shed is open to attract passing traffic - both local 
and visitors to town.  It could also be used when the Shed is involved in "off-site" events, 
such as the Rotary Markets and the Classic Yass event. 
 
The old wheely sign has seen better days and would require some significant re-
engineering to give it another 9 years of service.  We think it is better to now preserve the 
original sign and have it as a memorial to our first President, Paul Haslam, who designed 
and built it. 
 
A considerable amount of sleuthing and investigating of options and costs has been 
undertaken and at the end of it all, we have decided to purchase a flag along the lines of 
the one you see here.  It will stand some 3.5m high (ie should be easily seen above any 
cars parked on the street - an advantage we don't get with the current wheely sign). 
 
Many thanks to all members who engaged in this discussion actively.  It is good to see the 
involvement of members - it makes for a happier place if members help the Committee 
with its decisions.  We have ordered the flag and hope to receive it early in September.  

 
One issue that emerged during this deliberation was a suggestion that the current Shed Logo be modified or re-
invented altogether.  The results of this proposal has been the communication of very strong support for the original 
logo as it has been our Logo since the Shed kicked off in 2008. It is, in fact, a photo of the sign over the front roller 
door and is also a tribute to Paul Haslam who designed and painted it.  It seems many members are keen to preserve 
some of the traditions we have in the YVMS. 
 

https://www.scamwatch.gov.au/news/watch-out-for-nbn-scams
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One of our Members has "left the building" 
 

 

It is with great sadness that I am obliged 
to make the following announcement. 
 
Our former heroically hirsute member 
Grant Johnston has been kidnapped and 
replaced by an imposter  but (at the 
same time) weirdly familiar 3-piece-suit-
type neat clone called Grant Johnston. 
 
This change has inspired me to call on all 
members to now lift your games.  I will 
soon be putting a proposal to the 
Committee for a redrafting of the Shed 
Dress Code along the following lines: 
 

 

 Only 3 piece Armani Work wear will now be allowed in the workshops.  There is some latitude for colour and cut, 

but mink and/or satin highlights at collar and cuff are mandatory; 

 Alligator or Lizard-skin steel toed work boots (highly shined) will also be required; and finally 

 Anyone with more than a fetching and uplifting "designer stubble" will be sent home to tidy themselves up! 

Shed IT update 
 
Our new Shed Website is now fully functioning.  Give it a go:  www.yassmensshed.org.au 
 
If you want something added to it or have some good ideas, please let us know. 
 
My personal thanks to Nicholas Londey who has been the main mover and shaker in getting us back on the air. 
 
Garden Bridge 
 
In recent times, I have advertised the garden bridge you see 
here  for the very competitive price of $150. 
 
Well, if you were hoping that someone might buy it for you 
for your special Happy Father's Day present - BAD LUCK! 
 
I am afraid it has been snapped up (full price).  You will just 
have to try for Sydney Harbour Bridge next time it's on EBay. 

 
 

Roof over our Containers 
 
This project is now powering ahead and we are hopeful that the roof might be built and in place before the summer 
gets too hot. 
 
Progress so far includes:   
 

 The Committee has decided to progress the project and Yass Engineering (Dave Warner) has been 
contracted to fabricate and install the roof; 

 Bob Nash is involved with the Council in submitting a Development Application; 

 We have written letters to a number of potential donors to help offset the cost as much as possible 

 An article for the Yass Tribune was submitted and published on Wednesday 23 August. 

 YassFM radio interviews have been undertaken 
 

www.yassmensshed.org.au
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With regard to our gratitude for our generous donors 
and our efforts to obtain some community donations, 
we intend to install in a prominent place under the new 
roof, a significant "Donor Board" which will look a little 
like this   
 
We hope more donations will emerge in the next while 
and, as they do occur,  the Donor Board will be updated 
with detail of those donations.   
 
You will note from the picture, that we are having some 
modest success with our "Great YVMS Roof 
Sponsorship Challenge".  So far this effort has resulted 
in donations totalling $400 and we hope for more.  If 
you know a business owner who might be interested to 
support the Shed in this way, please gently mention the 
project to them. 
 
Of course, Shed members might also like to help with 
sponsoring a Colorbond roofing sheet.  Contact me for 
details on how you can help. 
 
To the extent that we do not secure sufficient 
donations to fully cover the total cost of the project, 
the Shed will use its own funds.   

ROOF PROJECT 2017 

TOTAL COST OF PROJECT     $24,366 

DONATIONS 

YASS VALLEY COUNCIL         $5,500 

BARKER HARLE ENGINEERS    $4,400 

ANONYMOUS SHED MEMBER   $2,000 

TERRY LEMON (S.C.S)         $1,500 

YVMS EXERCISE GROUP          $500     

YASS ROTARY                    $250 

OTHER ANONYMOUS (Total)     $??? 

 

$100 (EACH) COLORBOND SPONSORS 

ROB BARKER 

MARCHMONT ALPACAS            

ELEVENTWELVE PTY LTD  

RON MCMULLEN         

ANONYMOUS  ?? 

 
We have been prudent and careful with Shed money and have a 
Projects Account with funds that allow us to undertake projects from 
time to time. 
 
It is very important For the Yass Valley Men's Shed Committee and 
Members to acknowledge all Community organisations and Shed 
members who in various guises and degrees have assisted in 
achieving one of our more important physical projects to date. 
 
The Roof over the Containers has many far reaching and important 
potential benefits for Shed members and visitors.  We fully intend to 
test the boundaries of possibility in fully utilising this valuable new 
asset to the limits of its potential! 
 
We are very grateful to the Yass Valley Council, 5QS Barker Harle (Rob 
Barker and his team), Southern Cable Services (Terry Lemon),  Yass 
Rotary, the Yass Soldiers Club, The YVMS Exercise Group and to a 
number of donors who wish to remain anonymous for helping us 
achieve our ambitions. 
 

 

           

 
 

We have benefited from much Community support since we were 
established in 2008.  Without this support, we would not be the 
wonderful asset that we can confidently claim to be in the Yass Valley 
in 2017. 
 
You can be sure that your current Committee as well as many "hands-
on" members will work hard to make the place more comfortable and 
welcoming and a great place for our current and future members. 

 
          YVMS Exercise Group 
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Interesting and useful projects undertaken during August 
 
Workshops cleanup 
 
With the imminent return of our Absent 
Workshop Manager, we all took fright and 
thought a good clean-up might be a good idea. 
 
About a dozen blokes arrived got stuck in and 
the both the Metal and Woodworking shops 
now look a million dollars 
 
R2 also arrived and made a generous number of 
fresh ham, cheese, mayo and salad sandwiches 
which lasted about 5 minutes.  All in all a great 
effort! 

 

 

Calendar of upcoming events at the Shed (or elsewhere) 
 
Wednesday 6 September -  First Wednesday Morning Tea 10 to 11.30am – Dave Staines is the host and will be 
organising more Tasty Treats from Tanks Bakery.  Don't miss it!   
 
Yass Valley Council Road Safety info for over 65s 
 
Good Morning. 
 
I would appreciate any assistance you could 
provide in helping spread the word about this 
upcoming FREE workshop and lunch.  
 
Please feel free to forward this email, share on 
facebook or print the poster and put it up in 
your local area. 
 
Regards 
Derryth 

Derryth Nash| Road Safety Officer |  Yass Valley 
Council 
PH: +61 (0)2 6226 9236  E: Derryth. 
Nash@yass.nsw.gov.au  
| W: http://www.yassvalley.nsw.gov.au 

 

 
 

mailto:Derryth.%20Nash@yass.nsw.gov.au
mailto:Derryth.%20Nash@yass.nsw.gov.au
http://www.yassvalley.nsw.gov.au/
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Saturday 16 September - YVMS at the Farmers' Markets 
 
Roger Holgate, Clarrie Schlunke, Peter Roberts & Allan Carey have decided to attend the Farmers' Markets once each 
month (on the 3rd Saturday of each month) to showcase Shed workshop things and to sell what they can to raise 
funds for the Shed.  These blokes are doing their bit!  Your challenge, is to bring your skills out of hiding and produce 
some items that will sell at the Markets. 
The feedback I have is that small interesting pieces (clocks, quirky turned items and useful items and gifts are the 
best sellers.  Talk to Roger if you wish to know more. 
 
 
Dementia Info Session 
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Big Can-Assist event coming 
 

 

Can Assist Yass Valley is holding a big event at Bowning 
Hill as you can see from this poster currently on their 
Facebook page. 
 
I understand there will be lots of entertainment, period 
dress, horse drawn vehicles and a bushranger or two. 
 
Food and entertainments will be on hand and if you are 
really energetic, you can climb Bowning Hill to help Can 
Assist with the great work they do in our lovely Yass 
Valley. 
 
It will also be a great day out for the kids or grandkids. 
 
One of the BIG features this year will be a "pop-up" Old 
Bowning Town Village that will appear magically between 
the hours of 10am and 3pm on the day. 
 
The Yass Valley Men's Shed's involvement in this is  

that we have been asked to make some signs that will welcome you to the Village and also adorn some of the 
"buildings" to give a sense of the time and the reality back in the 1850s or thereabouts.  Those signs have been made 
and delivered to Barry O'Mara who asked us to make the signs for this event.  The signs look like this 
 

 
 

 

 

  

I strongly urge members to go and have a look at this event on the day - and also to support Can Assist Yass Valley in 
the terrific support they provide to cancer sufferers in our community. 
 
Over the last year or so, the YVMS Exercise Group has donated $1,000 to Yass Can Assist.  This is another way in 
which the Shed has been pleased to help Can Assist do its excellent work around the Yass Valley. 
 
 
Saturday 4  November - Early Warning - Classic Yass 
 
Calling all members who like to make things.  We are planning to take a large table again at this Year's Classic Yass 
event to show off our wares.   
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We had a very successful day in 2016, so Clarrie Schlunke, Peter Roberts, Roger Holgate and Allan Carey will 
(probably) man the table again if there is enough output to make it worth our while. 
 
Your challenge:  make some interesting and saleable things to put on that table and help the Shed keep the wolf 
from the door!  
 
The early warning is to give you time to get organised and to start a collection of good things for the stall. 
 
 

General info and other stuff 
 
Latest Membership News  
 

No new members this month. 
 
At the end of August (bearing in mind those who have not renewed their memberships are now removed from the 
list of Financial members), our membership stood at a very healthy (for the time of year) 87! (this time last year it 
was in the high 50s) - let's hope everyone renews their memberships for this new membership year!   
 
 

Other Membership News: 
 

 

Richard (R2) Rowan is now in the post operative recovery and "next steps" stage. He will need 6 
weeks of radiation treatment starting on 11 September and will need to go into Canberra Hospital 
every weekday for that treatment.  We are trying to put together a group of volunteers to drive him in 
and out for those treatments.  If you can help (one or more days each week - or just on an occasional 
basis), can you let me know and we will try to draw up a plan to cover that challenge.  If you want to 
contact Richard, you can do so in one of these ways:  P{hone: 0478 598 593 or Email: 
richard.rowan@ozemail.com.au 
 

 

Bob Nash recently suffered a relatively minor (thank Heavens!) stoke which saw him treated in 
Calvary Hospital overnight.  He is home and recovering, but was confined to quarters for a fortnight 
and not permitted to drive during that period.  If you would like to wish him well and let him know 
we care you can contact him as follows:  Phone:  0418 691 423 or Email:  bob_nash@live.com.au . 

 
 

Health Research item for June (a short monthly series - third of 3) 
 
Moderate walking in Dementia Reduction 
 

Adapted from Gregg et al. (2003) 

A study by Gregg and colleagues (2003) is a good 
example of the benefits of behaviour change. They 
were interested in the relationship between physical 
activity and the rate of mortality among community 
dwelling older women (65 years +). The graph on the 
right shows the mortality rates after an average 5.6 
years follow-up for approximately 7,500 participants. 
 
Gregg and colleagues found that women who either 
stayed sedentary or became sedentary (depicted by 
circles in the graph) over the follow-up period had a 
higher rate of mortality, whereas those who 
maintained good physical activity levels or became 

 

richard.rowan@ozemail.com.au
bob_nash@live.com.au%20
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physically active (depicted by triangles in the 
graph) had a lower rate of mortality. 
 

A similar finding has been supported in studies of men (Byberg et al., 2009). What this suggests is that even if you 
have been sedentary in the past, becoming more physically active can reduce your overall mortality risk . 

What can help change your behaviour? 

 The belief that the change is a good idea and is relevant to you 
 Having  specific plan of action to implement the change 
 Self-monitoring your behaviour (ie keep a diary) 
 Have support from your friends and family 

 
References:  Gregg, E. W., Cauley, J. A., Stone, K., Thompson, T. J., Bauer, D. C., Cummings, S. R., ... & Study of 
Osteoporotic Fractures Research Group. (2003). Relationship of changes in physical activity and mortality 
among older women. JAMA, 289(18), 2379-2386. doi: 10.1001/jama.289.18.2379 
Byberg, L., Melhus, H., Gedeborg, R., Sundström, J., Ahlbom, A., Zethelius, B., ... & Michaëlsson, K. (2009). 
Total mortality after changes in leisure time physical activity in 50 year old men: 35 year follow-up of 
population based cohort. BMJ, 338, b688. doi: 10.1136/bmj.b688 

 University of Tasmania, Wicking Institute, Preventing Dementia course. 

 

R2's   Ravishing Recipe of the Month 
 

Baked bean, bacon & egg rolls 
 
INGREDIENTS 

 4 ciabatta rolls 
 2 teaspoons olive oil 
 2 rashers rindless bacon, quartered 
 220g can baked beans (or mixed beans for 

variety) 
 8 cherry tomatoes, halved 
 4 small eggs 
 ½ cup grated parmesan 
 1 tablespoon chopped parsley, to serve 

  
METHOD 

1. Preheat grill to high. Line an oven tray with baking paper. 
2. Slice tops from rolls, one-quarter of the way down, and reserve. Scoop out centre and set aside.  
3. Heat oil in a small frying pan on high. Cook bacon for 1 minute each side, until crisp. 
4. Meanwhile, place beans and tomatoes in a medium microwave safe jug. Cook on high (100% power) for 1 

minute, until bubbling, stirring once.  
5. Line each roll with 2 pieces bacon. Pour hot bean mixture evenly into rolls. Crack 1 egg into each. Cook, one 

at a time, in the microwave oven on high (100% power) for 45 seconds. 
6. Arrange on tray. Grill for 2 minutes. Sprinkle cheese over cut side of roll tops. Place on tray with rolls and grill 

for a further 2 minutes, until egg is set and cheese is melted. Serve rolls sprinkled with parsley. Use the 
cheesy lids for dipping. 

 
 

 Cook.......... Serve…………. Enjoy…….  R2 
 
 
 
 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1001/jama.289.18.2379
http://www.bmj.com/content/338/bmj.b688
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Helpful  Handy Hints 
 

Members are invited to send in any good ideas that might make all of our lives a little easier or solve a problem.  If 
some of these hints are working well, I will keep them in the Messenger for a couple of editions.  ws 
 
Handy hints to help you understand fathers.... 
 

A handy guide to Dad Speak 

 

Only a Dad is smart enough 

to drive one of these 

 

Most Dads are Heroes... 

 

 

 
Find a Stud Without a Stud Detector 
 
Luckily, finding a stud doesn’t require you going out and getting an electronic instrument that looks very similar to a 
Taser and costs a pretty hefty amount for finding wood beams behind walls. 
 
There is an easy way to do this: use an electric razor. (You can knock on plasterboard, but this is a guess-and-check 
type method.) 
 
Turn on the razor and drag it flat across the wall. You should be able to hear a change in pitch. Keep in mind that 
studs are usually about 16 inches apart from one another, so you should be able to get a good idea of where each 
one is if you think you hear a tonal difference. 
 

Workshop and tools safety hint  
 

 

Examples of relief cutting curves when the 
blade is too wide to cut the desired radius 

Bandsaw Tips 

Before attempting to cut a curve 
on a bandsaw always check what 
radius the blade on the saw can 
comfortably cut (see).   

If cutting a tight radius, relief cuts 
may be necessary (see ), the 
cut can later be neatened up with 
a drum sander. 
 

 
Chart displaying the minimum 
radius which can be cut with the 
corresponding blade width. 

 

 
 
 
Roger Holgate, Workshop Manager 
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Scuttlebut  
 
Scuttlebut 1 - A challenge for the clockmakers 
 

 

Here is a challenge for those frustrated blokes who 
need a good looking clock in the Shed, their office or 
the games room.  At the same time it will solve the 
problem of finding a good use for that collection of 
Dominoes Tiles you have been tripping over for years 
since the kids left home. 
 

Alternatively, someone might want to make one to see 
how it might go at the Rotary Markets or at the Classic 
Yass weekend YVMS market stall. 

 

 
Scuttlebut 2 - Changing jobs might not be safe.... 
 

A passenger in a taxi tapped the driver on the shoulder to ask him something. The driver screamed, lost control of 
the cab, nearly hit a bus, drove up over the kerb and stopped just centimetres from a large plate glass window. 
 
For a few moments everything was silent in the cab, then the driver said: “Please, don't ever do that again. You 
scared the daylights out of me.” 
 
The passenger, who was also frightened, apologised and said he didn't realise that a tap on the shoulder could 
frighten him so much. Then the driver explained: “I'm sorry, it's really not your fault at all. Today is my first day 
driving a cab. I have been driving a hearse for the last 25 years.” 
 
Scuttlebut 3 - A True Story from Charlotte, North Carolina (as recounted to me by Mac McLean) 
 
A lawyer purchased a box of rare and very expensive cigars, then insured them against, among other things, Fire. 
 
Within a month, having smoked his entire stockpile of these great cigars, the lawyer filed a claim against the 
insurance company. 
 
In his claim, the lawyer stated that the cigars were lost "in a series of small fires". 
 
The insurance company refused to pay, citing the obvious reason, that the man had consumed the cigars in the 
normal fashion. 
 
The Lawyer sued - and WON! 
 
Delivering the ruling, the Judge agreed with the insurance company that the claim was frivolous.  The Judge stated, 
nevertheless, that the lawyer held a policy from the company in which it had warranted that the cigars were 
insurable and also guaranteed that it would insure them against fire, without defining what is considered to be 
unacceptable "fire" and was obligated to pay the claim. 
 
Rather than endure a lengthy and costly appeal process, the insurance company accepted the ruling and paid 
$15,000 to the lawyer for his loss of cigars that perished in the "fires" 
 
After the lawyer cashed his cheque, the insurance company had him arrested on 24 counts of ARSON!. 
 
With his own insurance claim and testimony from the previous case being used against him, the lawyer was 
convicted of fraud by intentionally burning his insured property and sentenced to 24 months in jail with a $24,000 
fine (plus costs). 
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Birthdays around this time  
 

August 
4/8: Reg Moebus 
6/8:  Peter Bernasconi, Derrick Mason 
10/8:  Alex Tewes, Col Nelson 
11/8:  John Wolstencroft, Michael Poulton 
12/8:  Warren Hall 
14/8:  Garry Reynolds, Ruben Larzabal 
18/8:  Tim Holmes 
19/8:  Dennis Grieves 
20/8:  Peter Roberts 
22/8:  Richard Maxwell 
29/8:  Tom Kelly 

 September 
2/9:  Kim Turner 
5/9:  Kevin Mitchell 
7/9:  Keith Chappell 
9/9:  John Pratten 
10/9:  Geoff Cubit 
14/9:  Rob Barker 
16/9:  Rob Molchanoff 
17/9:  Duncan Waugh 
22/9:  Rick Jackson 
24/9:  Peter Miller 
26/9:  Garry Flaherty 

Happy Birthdays, Chaps!!!  (don’t forget, significant others are real people too – we are happy to wish them “happy birthday” if 
you give me the details). 
 
 

Shed Opening Times 
 

 Tuesdays:  9am to noon.  On Tuesdays we have the VALMAR contingent attend and they enjoy the mentoring 
that Shed members are able to give – especially help with their projects. There is always something warm to eat 
on Tuesday mornings, too. 

 Thursdays:  1.30pm to 4.30pm – normal activity (ie anything anyone wants to do – workshop, coffee and chat, 
garden, joke telling, etc etc) 

 Saturdays:  1.30pm to 4.30pm. – activity same as Thursdays  

 First Wednesday of each month:  10am to 11.30am, we have “First Wednesday Morning Tea” which is a time at 
the Shed for simply social-only time.  No workshop activity or noise to interrupt the chat.  This is a very good 
time to meet like minded members and to find those with whom you might have a lot in common.  Tank of 
Tank’s Bakery fame (also a member) provides cakes and pastries, gratis, for this event. 

 Last Saturday of the Month (generally around 2pm) – an informal Info Exchange that allows members to interact 
with the Committee and vice versa – discussing issues and keeping everyone up to date.  It is at meetings like 
this where we have great ideas like building a roof over our containers.  Come long and tell us what you want. 

 
 

Tuesday Exercise Classes  
               

 

2-3pm on Tuesdays  
 
The classes are not onerous or difficult.  They are 
designed to improve core strength and balance 
and the cost is $5 per session. 
 
These classes are not just for Shed members or 
just for men.  

 

  
Tell and invite your friends – they will all be made welcome! 
 

See you in The David Hale Room in the Yass Valley Community Centre (next door to the Men's Shed). 
 

The contributions made by members of the Exercise group each week ($5 per person per session) are being saved 
in the YVMS Good Deeds Fund for use when we would like to help out either in the Shed or in the Community.   
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Reward Points at Home Hardware 
 
You can help us a lot by giving the Shed your points when you make a purchase at Home Hardware.  We have 
benefited to the extent that we can use the funds to replenish consumables (glues, screws, sand papers etc etc from 
time to time).  Think about it and help us out – please.  It IS worth it.   
 
 
The Yass Valley Men’s Shed is very grateful for the generous support of the following entities  (in alphabetical order): 

 

BarkerHarle (Consulting Engineers), Chris Beck Tree Removal, Bunnings (Belconnen), Goodradigbee Bookkeeping, 
Home Hardware (Yass), IGA (Yass), KidsBlitz, the Lansdowne Foundation, NSW Coalition Government, NSW Local 
Member Minister Katrina Hodgkinson, Southern Cable Services, Steve Bugden Plumbing, Touie Smith Jnr, Yass & 
District Printing, Yass Fire Brigade, YassFM, Yass Freemasons, Yass Lions Club, Yass Outdoor Power Centre, Yass 
Rotary Club, Yass Valley Council, Yass Valley First Aid Training, Yass Valley Physiotherapy, The Yass Tribune, 
Woolworths (Yass).  
 

Please let me know if you think the list is missing an important sponsor/supporter. 
 
 
 
 

For information on Shed Opening Times, regular events and contacts:  please click on this link 
http://www.yassmensshed.org.au/   

 
 

Download a Membership Form if you know someone who would like to join our Shed.   
Click on this link http://yassmensshed.org.au/wp-content/uploads/YVMS-Membership-Application-Form.pdf  

and print the form for them. 
 
 

If you want to see previous editions of the Messenger, you can find them all on the YVMS Website at this address 
(just click on it): http://yassmensshed.org.au/newsletter-archive - go back and dig up some YVMS archaeology. 

 
 
 

Wayne Stuart    0419 292 022 
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